
   



 

 
 
 
Dear Vacationers, I welcome you to the nest box! 
 
This little booklet has been created to provide you with all 
the information you need to ensure that your stay takes 
place in the best possible conditions. There you will find a 
certain amount of information about accommodation and 
the region. 
 
Don't hesitate to let us know if you have any problem. Feel 
free to contact me for any further information. 
 
I wish you a pleasant stay at the Domaine du Bonsoy. 
 
 
 

Gregory Léonard 
 

https://bungalowsdubonsoy.be/ 
 
  



 

How to get to the accommodation 

Here is a map that will help you find the chalet: 
 

 

Accommodation 
address: 
Rue Grisaille 19 (Domaine du 

Bonsoy) 

5542 Hastière 
 

Entrance to the 
domain 

 

Garbage can 



 

Where to park 

In order to find accommodation more easily, here are 2 photos taken from the 
street: 

 

 
 
This is accommodation with the indication "BIRD"; The full address of the 
property is Rue Grisaille 19 (G19) - Hastière (you should preferably follow 



 

the "Ivoire" signs). When you reach the "Ivory" sign with the blue sign "dog on a 
leash", the accommodation is on your right. 

The keys 

The keys are accessible in the key box located on the terrace. 
The code was confirmed to you when you made your reservation. 
 

 
 
Please return the keys to the key box at the end of your stay. 

 
Arrival and departure times 
 
Arrival from 4:00 p.m. and departure until 11:00 a.m. 
 
When you leave, please bring your bins to the containers (the location of the 
containers is shown on the map above). 
You can also open the bathroom window to ventilate the accommodation 
(except in strong winds). 
 

Housekeeping, bedding and towels 
  
Cleaning service at the end of your stay is included. 
 



 

We currently do not offer bedding or towels. Don't forget to pack a house sheet 
for a 160x200 mattress, a duvet cover, two pillowcases and kitchen towels in 
your suitcases; We hope to be able to offer you this service very soon. 
 

Hot water system  
 

 
 

A little advice;  when you arrive, make sure that the hot water programmer 
located in the bathroom (below the boiler) is on “AUTO” (preferred) or “ON”. 

Indeed, if the programmer is on “OFF”, the hot water tank will not have heated 
the water ;( If this is the case, press the “ON/AUTO/OFF” button until the 
programmer indicates “ON”. The boiler takes about 30 minutes to heat the 
water. Then be sure to put the programmer back to “AUTO” (heating during 
the night and at the end of the afternoon) 🙂 

 
  



 

Useful information 
 
General 
 
Breakage: Please report any possible breakage to us. 
 
Doors: Be sure to lock the living room patio door when you leave the 
accommodation. 
 
Folding bed: A folding bed is available in the bedroom (90x200). It suffices to 
unfold it by removing the bottle brush. 
 
Sofa bed: The living room sofa can be folded out to make a double bed 
(140X200). To do so, it is necessary to unfold the feet located at the back of 
the sofa (hidden behind the 2 zippers). Before using it, place the mattress 
protector that you will find in the chest / bench in the dining room. 
 
Vacuum cleaner: This is in the safe / bench in the dining room. 
 
Cigarette: Please only smoke outside, throw your cigarette butts in the 
ashtrays provided, and empty the ashtrays when you leave. 
 
Dogs: Dogs are allowed with prior agreement, please do not let them go 
upstairs. 
 
Games, books and comics: You will find board games, books and comics in the 
box behind the armchair as well as on the shelves in the bedroom, please store 
them well after use. 
 
Wifi: The wifi code will be provided to you upon confirmation of your 
reservation. 
 
TV : The TV is at your disposal. There are a few posts, mainly Belgian (Dutch 
and French speaking), French and German. You also have Apple TV (installed 
on the living room TV, it's the gray remote with the apple on the back of the 
remote). On Apple TV, you will find : Apple TV+, Prime Video or even VTM GO.  
 
 
 



 

Heating, electricity and sanitary 
 
Wood insert: The wood insert is at your disposal to warm the premises. The 
insert is opened using the lever at the bottom right of the glass door. 
 
Wood: Wood is available to make a fire, please fill in the reserve at the end of 
your stay for the next one. A reserve of wood is stored on the terrace of the 
accommodation. 
 
Electric heating: Electric heaters are installed in the living room, bedroom 
and bathroom. Remember to turn off the electric heaters as soon as you leave 
the accommodation. If possible, use heating via the wood insert.  
 
Electrical box: the general electrical box is located in the right column of the 
kitchen. 
 
Hot water: Hot water comes from a balloon located in the bathroom which also 
supplies the kitchen. Be thrifty if there are many of you, a balloon empties 
quite quickly when you are used to continuous heating. 
 
Kitchen 
 
Food: A base of cooking is at your disposal (salt, pepper,…). Before your 
departure, remember to remove your products stored in the refrigerator and 
freezer. 
 
Combined microwave oven: This appliance, as its name suggests, has an oven 
/ grill and microwave function. The opening is done via the clips located at the 
top right of the device. 
 
Dolce Gusto: A Dolce Gusto coffee maker is at your disposal. There are always 
a few capsules left. Do not hesitate to buy Capsules "Dolce Gusto" or another 
compatible brand before or during your stay. 
 
Dishwasher: This appliance is very easy to use. However we left the 
instructions in case ... 
 
Garbage cans: Garbage bags are available for your waste. Please take them to 
the domain's containers (see on the map above) at the end of your stay. 



 

 
 
  



 

Good addresses 
 
Grocery 
 
SPAR Hastière 
Chaussée de Givet 1, 5540 Hastière-Lavaux 
5,9 km 
 
Louis Delhaize Mesnil-St-Blaise 
Rue du Commerce 1, 5560 Houyet 
6,1 km 
 
Delhaize Dinant 
Place du Cardinal Mercier 12, 5500 Dinant 
16,3 km 
 
Colruyt Dinant 
Rue Saint-Jacques 355, 5500 Dinant 
18,1 km 
 

Bakery 
 

 
 
Boulangerie / Pâtisserie Les gourmandises du Moulin 
Place Tombois 1, 5500 Falmignoul 
10,4 km 



 

 
Boulangerie Kempinaire Hastière 
Route de Blaimont 1, 5541 Hastière 
4,9 km 
 
Boulangerie du T'Heeroir 
Rue du Pont 171 E, 5543 Hastière 
7,5 km 
 
Butcher's shop 
 
Boucherie Wairy 
Rue Marcel Lespagne 3, 5540 Hastière-Lavaux 
5,3 km 
 

  



 

Restaurant 
 

 
 
CCnomie 
Rue haute 38, 5500 Falmignoul 
11 km 
 
Le Par-Delà 
Route de Blaimont 107, 5541 Hastière 
4 km 
 
Le Saint Paulien 
Rue des Crétias 44, 5500 Falmignoul 
10,7 km 
 
La Bonne Heure 
Rue du Village 2B, 5542 Blaimont 
2,1 km 
 

Brewery 
 
Brasserie Caracole 
Côte Marie-Thérèse 86, 5500 Falmignoul 
10,4 km 
 

Useful numbers 



 

 
Ambulance / Firefighter: 112 
Police: 101 
Poison Control Center: 070 245 245 
Red Cross: 105 
GPs: 105 

  



 

 

To do in the region 
 
 
The city of Dinant 
Called the daughter of the Meuse, the city of 
Dinant is literally embedded between the 
rocks and the river. Stroll through its 
narrow streets or visit its highly historical 
and cultural sites. 
15.9 km 
 
 
 
 
 
Descent of the Lesse by kayak 
A river both peaceful and wild, the Lesse 
offers a winding course where the water 
has carved out numerous caves, true 
cradles of humanity that you will have the 
opportunity to visit. 
22.2 km 
 
 
 
The town of Givet 
Located on the Belgian border, on the 
French side, the town of Givet is a must 
when you want to extend your holidays 
under the sign of the land of Ardennes 
legends. Endowed with a tourist town 
center with numerous historical 
monuments, the town of Givet has the 
very essence of what one expects from a 
small welcoming French village, peaceful 
and rich in activities. 
11.2 km 
 



 

The Castle of Freÿr 
The sumptuous domain of the Château 
de Freÿr is located not far from Dinant, 
on the left bank of the banks of the 
Meuse. A jewel classified as a major 
heritage of Wallonia, the castle and its 
gardens imbued with romanticism and 
peace plunge visitors into the heart of a 
site steeped in history. 
12.6 km 
 
 
 
The Castle of Vêves 
Have you always wanted to feel like a 
fairytale knight or princess? Now is the 
time to take a look at Château de 
Vêves! 
Located in Celles, the castle of Vêves 
would have been built in the year 600, 
it will undergo a series of historical 
transformations which resulted in the 
magical silhouette that we know today. 
18.7 km 
 
 

The Caves of Han and the Domain 
of the Caves of Han 
If you fancy a stay immersed in nature 
with activities as diverse as they are 
educational, the Caves of Han area is for 
you! 
Visit of the animal park, trip to the 
origins of the world and educational 
trails are waiting for you! 
37.4 km 
 
 
 



 

 
The promenade of the Cascatelles 
The Dinant-Hastière region is full of 
marked paths for hiking enthusiasts.  We 
recommend the "Cascatelles" walk which 
passes through Falmignoul and Waulsort.  
A varied hike alternating between woods, 
fields, villages and the banks of the Meuse.  
To find out, you can download the free 
smartphone app “AllTrails”. 
7,7 km 
 
 
 


